Serum anti-JCV antibody indexes in Japanese patients with multiple sclerosis: elevations along with fingolimod treatment duration.
The risk of developing progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy in natalizumab-treated multiple sclerosis (MS) patients is related to serum anti-JCV antibody (JCVAb) index. However, the correlation of JCVAb index with other disease-modifying treatments (DMTs) is not well understood. In this study, we investigated the JCVAb seropositivity rate/JCVAb indexes and its correlation with clinical profiles in Japanese MS patients, and the relationship between JCVAb indexes and DMTs. JCVAb indexes were measured in 149 serum samples from 105 patients with MS. JCVAb indexes and seropositivity, and their correlation with age, sex, disease duration, Kurtzke expanded disability status scale and the duration of the DMTs were evaluated in each patient. JCVAb was positive in 73 of 105 MS patients. Within 40 fingolimod-treated patients, 27 were positive for JCVAb and JCVAb indexes were positively correlated with the duration of fingolimod treatment. No significant relation was found between JCVAb indexes and the duration of treatment for the other disease-modifying drugs. JCVAb seropositivity was comparatively high in Japanese MS patients. Fingolimod treatment is likely to increase serum JCVAb index, possibly leading to the development of PML. Therefore, it is advised that JCVAb index should be serially monitored during fingolimod treatment to decrease PML risk.